Simultaneous Multi-VENC (SMV) and Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS) Phase Contrast Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
This work develops a novel, simultaneous multi-VENC and simultaneous multi-slice (SMV+SMS) imaging in a single acquisition for robust phase contrast (PC) MRI. To this end, the pulse sequence was designed to permit concurrent acquisition of multiple VENCs as well as multiple slices on a shared frequency encoding gradient, in which each effective echo time for multiple VENCs was controlled by adjusting net gradient area while multiple slices were simultaneously excited by employing multiband resonance frequency (RF) pulses. For VENC and slice separation, RF phase cycling and gradient blip were applied to create both inter-VENC and inter-slice shifts along phase encoding direction, respectively. With an alternating RF phase cycling that generates oscillating steady-state with low and high signal amplitude, the acquired multi-VENC k-space was reformulated into 3D undersampled k-space by generating a virtual dimension along VENC direction for modulation induced artifact reduction. In vivo studies were conducted to validate the feasibility of the proposed method in comparison with conventional PC MRI. The proposed method shows comparable performance to the conventional method in delineating both low and high flow velocities across cardiac phases with high spatial coverage without apparent artifacts. In the presence of high flow velocity that is above the VENC value, the proposed method exhibits clear depiction of flow signals over conventional method, thereby leading to high VNR image with improved velocity dynamic range.